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ABSTRACT
Context. Caustic crossing is the clearest signature of binary lenses in microlensing. In the present context, this signature is diluted by the large
source star but a detailed analysis has allowed the companion signal to be extracted.
Aims. MOA 2009-BLG-411 was detected on August 5, 2009 by the MOA-Collaboration. Alerted as a high-magnification event, it was sensitive
to planets. Suspected anomalies in the light curve were not confirmed by a real-time model, but further analysis revealed small deviations from a
single lens extended source fit.
Methods. Thanks to observations by all the collaborations, this event was well monitored. We first decided to characterize the source star prop-
erties by using a more refined method than the classical one: we measure the interstellar absorption along the line of sight in five diﬀerent
passbands (VIJHK). Secondly, we model the lightcurve by using the standard technique: make (s, q, α) grids to look for local minima and refine
the results by using a downhill method (Markov chain Monte Carlo). Finally, we use a Galactic model to estimate the physical properties of the
lens components.
Results. We find that the source star is a giant G star with radius 9 R. The grid search gives two local minima, which correspond to the theoretical
degeneracy s ≡ s−1. We find that the lens is composed of a brown dwarf secondary of mass MS = 0.05 M orbiting a primary M-star of mass
MP = 0.18 M. We also reveal a new mass-ratio degeneracy for the central caustics of close binaries.
Conclusions. As far as we are aware, this is the first detection using the microlensing technique of a binary system in our Galaxy composed of an
M-star and a brown dwarf.
Key words. binaries: general – gravitational lensing: micro – stars: individual: MOA 2009-BLG-411L
1. Introduction
Gravitational microlensing has now become a robust and eﬃ-
cient way for detecting exoplanets very distant from the Sun that
 Appendix is available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org
 Royal Society University Research Fellow.
would not be detectable by other methods (Mao & Paczynski
1991; Gould & Loeb 1992; Sumi et al. 2010; Gould et al.
2010; Cassan et al. 2012). Moreover, this technique is uniquely
very sensitive to planets orbiting far from their host stars
(the majority of planets detected by microlensing are in this
range). So, complementary to other techniques, microlensing
detections are useful to better understand the planet formation
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mechanism. Microlensing provides very important statistics of
planets around stars in our Galaxy, especially around M dwarfs,
which form the majority of lenses (Dominik 2006). Some of
them are binaries. It is well known that microlensing is sensi-
tive only to companions orbiting in the “lensing zone” of their
host stars, typically beyond the snowline. However, these limits
can be extended, as discussed in Han (2009a,b) and Di Stefano
(2012). Here, we present the detection of a low mass binary, with
a classical s ≡ s−1 degeneracy, outside the classical lensing zone.
In Sect. 2, we discuss the observations and the method of data
reduction. In Sect. 3, we present a refined method for the extrac-
tion of the source properties, in particular a better determination
of θ∗. Section 4 explains our error bar rescaling method, an im-
portant step before binary modelling as discussed in Sect. 5. The
mass-ratio degeneracy for close binaries is presented in Sect. 6.
Then, we determine the lens properties in Sect. 7 and conclude
in Sect. 8.
2. Data sets: observations and data reductions
The MOA-II 1.8 m telescope at Mount John Observatory
(New Zealand) issued an alert regarding the Bulge event
MOA 2009–BLG–411 (α = 17h53m58.4s, δ = −29◦44′56.′′
(J2000.0) and l = 0.237◦, b = −1.979◦) on August 5, 2009
(JD =2 455 048.5).
At this time, most telescopes of our networks were still busy
with another promising event, MOA 2009–BLG–387, but this
new event was bright, so we immediately started to follow it up.
Three nights later it was recognized as a potential high-
magnification event so a larger number of telescopes from
the various microlensing collaborations (MOA, PLANET,
microFUN, RoboNet/LCOGT and MiNDSTEp) began to ob-
serve it more intensively. In total, 16 telescopes covered the
event in diﬀerent photometric bands: MOA-I 0.61 m (I-band)
and MOA-II 1.8 m (wide MOA-red band) at Mount John
(New Zealand), SAAO 1.0 m at Sutherland (South Africa)
(V- and I-bands), Canopus 1.0 m at Hobart (Australia) (I-band),
Perth/Lowell 0.61 m at Bickley (Australia) (I-band), a fleet
of New Zealand amateur telescopes, namely Auckland 0.41 m
(R-band), Farm Cove 0.36 m (unfiltered), Molehill 0.30 m
(unfiltered), Possum 0.41 m (unfiltered), Bronberg 0.36 m at
Pretoria (South Africa) (unfiltered), Wise 0.46 m at Mitzpe
Ramon (Israel) (unfiltered), Teide IAC 0.82 m at Canary Islands
(I-band), Faulkes North 2.0 m at Haleakala (Hawaii) (SDSS
i-band), Faulkes South 2.0 m at Siding Spring (Australia) (SDSS
i-band), Liverpool 2.0 m at La Palma (Spain) (SDSS i-band), and
Danish 1.5 m at La Silla (Chile) (I-band). Unfortunately CTIO
(Chile) was clouded out and could not observe this event.
Thanks to the public availability of data from the dif-
ferent groups, real-time modelling eﬀorts showed that on
August 9 the light curve was deviating from a normal Paczyn´ski
curve (Paczyn´ski 1986), exhibiting evidence of extended source
eﬀects. The event peaked on the same night.
Data reduction was conducted using both point spread func-
tion (PSF) photometry based on a customized DoPhot package
and image subtraction. The Danish images were reduced with
an image subtraction package, namely DIAPL from Pych &
Woz´niak (Wozniak 2000), which models the convolution ker-
nel for matching a reference image to a target image using a
linear combination of a set of Gaussian basis functions of dif-
ferent widths further modified by polynomials, as pioneered
by Alard’s ISIS package (Alard & Lupton 1998; Alard 2000).
RoboNet/LCOGT images were reduced using a diﬀerent image
subtraction package, DanDIA, which works by solving for the
kernel pixel values directly, imbuing the kernel solution with a
flexibility that cannot be matched by the Gaussian expansion
(Bramich 2008). PLANET telescopes also use image subtrac-
tion: at the telescope an on-line version called WISIS, based
on Alard’s ISIS package, was used, while version 3.0 of py-
SIS (Albrow et al. 2009), based on the same numerical kernel as
DanDIA, was employed for a final reduction. For consistency, we
decided to reprocess the RoboNet/LCOGT images using pySIS.
MOA images, both from MOA-I and from MOA-II telescopes,
were reprocessed using the method described in a previous pa-
per (Bachelet et al. 2012). In the MOA-II images, the target un-
fortunately falls close to a series of bad columns, which some-
times compromises photometric precision. All μFUN telescope
images were first reduced using DoPhot then pySIS.
The final data set, with rejection of outliers, contains
1563 data points from 13 diﬀerent telescopes (MOA-II: 521 af-
ter binning, Auckland R: 57, Farm Cove: 11, Faulkes South i:
299, Faulkes North i:40, SAAO I: 169, SAAO V: 11, Danish I:
30, Liverpool I: 100, Teide I: 50, Wise: 71, MOA-I I: 163,
MOA-I V: 41). The lightcurve is shown in Fig. 1.
3. Source properties
The distance to the source and the amount of reddening along
the line of sight are uncertainties which always aﬀect the fi-
nal determination of the properties of the lens-source system,
as discussed in detail for instance in Fouqué et al. (2010).
Due to the geometry of the Galactic bulge with a bar embed-
ded in it, the galactic coordinates of the target give an estimate
of the relative position of the source with respect to the Galactic
centre, if we assume that the source is at the same distance as
the majority of the stars in the field. The Galactic centre dis-
tance itself is adopted as 8.0 ± 0.5 kpc, given the evolution of
the best distance indicator, namely the orbits of stars revolving
around the central black hole from DGC = 7.94 ± 0.42 kpc in
Eisenhauer et al. (2003) to DGC = 7.62± 0.32 kpc in Eisenhauer
et al. (2005) and ultimately 8.33 ± 0.35 kpc in Gillessen et al.
(2009). The adopted value corresponds to a distance modulus of
μGC = 14.52 ± 0.14.
We then use Rattenbury et al. (2007), who give the rela-
tive positions of the OGLE-II fields with respect to the field
BUL_SC45, which contains Baade’s Window (l = 1.00◦ b =
−3.88◦). As assumed by Paczyn´ski & Stanek (1998) and recently
confirmed by Nataf et al. (2012), it is probably safe to assume
that the mean distance of stars seen in Baade’s Window is simi-
lar to the Galactic centre distance. Our target’s position happens
to fall in the OGLE-II field, BUL_SC3, which is claimed to be
more distant by 0.07 ± 0.09 mag than BUL_SC45. We therefore
adopt as the source distance modulus, μ = 14.6 ± 0.2.
There are several estimates of the reddening in the KS band at
positions near our target. They typically indicate about 0.2 mag
of absorption in KS. However, given the patchiness of the dust
structure, we need an estimate for our target’s position. This
is based on IRSF/SIRIUS photometry of a 7.7′ × 7.7′ field
containing our target. We use isochrones from Bonatto et al.
(2004) based on Padova group models, but directly calibrated
for the 2MASS bandpasses. We also calibrated the IRSF/SIRIUS
photometry by using the 2MASS stars in the same field to ensure
coherence.
We restrict the fitting region to 300 pixels around the tar-
get (2.25′ × 2.25′) to avoid too much diﬀerential extinction.
This is large enough to form well-defined colour–magnitude dia-
grams (CMDs), where the red giant clump (RGC) is easily iden-
tified, which is not the case when using only 2MASS because
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Fig. 1. Top: best single lens fit. Bottom: zoom
close to the peak and residuals for single and
best binary lens fits (close model). The geom-
etry of caustic crossing is on the right (see in-
set), where the source star is represented by the
blue circle. Note that the grey curve is for limb-
darkening coeﬃcient Γλ = 0.49 (R band) and
the red curve is for Γλ = 0.67 (V band) in the
middle panel.
Fig. 2. Histograms of the RGC in J and J−H. The colour histogram has
a symmetric distribution, while the magnitude histogram is pertubed by
the first ascent giant branch.
its brighter limiting magnitude cuts oﬀ part of the clump. As can
be seen from Fig. 2 and similar histograms for H and Ks, the
mean magnitudes of the RGC are: J = 14.25, H = 13.5, and
Ks = 13.2. The corresponding CMD is displayed in Fig. 3.
Although the mean observed magnitude of the clump could
in principle give an estimate of its distance, in practice,
Fig. 3. Colour–magnitude diagram in J and H from IRSF/SIRIUS stars
in a 2.25′ × 2.25′ field around MOA 2009–BLG-411. Superimposed
lines are isochrones from Bonatto et al. (2004) for three ages: 0.6 Gyr
(blue), 5 Gyr (red), and 10 Gyr (green), assuming solar metallicity, a
distance modulus of 14.6, and extinction coeﬃcients of AJ = 0.57,
AH = 0.32 and AKs = 0.19. The black star symbol marks the position of
the source.
variations of the absolute magnitudes of clump giants due to a
range of ages and metallicities prevent us from deriving an accu-
rate value. Assuming a 10 Gyr isochrone and solar metallicity,
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Table 1. Coordinates and magnitudes of the stars close to the target position in 2MASS PSC and IRSF photometric catalogue.
Designation α (2000) δ (2000) J H Ks
2MASS 17535841-2944562 17:53:58.41 –29:44:56.2 >13.264 13.042 ± 0.103 >12.315
IRSF 17:53:58.39 –29:44:56.0 14.317 ± 0.042 13.678 ± 0.035 13.486 ± 0.032
IRSF 17:53:58.46 –29:44:57.0 14.402 ± 0.018 13.584 ± 0.016 13.365 ± 0.019
Table 2. Coordinates and magnitudes of the stars close to the target position in MOA and OGLE-III catalogues, and relative shifts in magnitude
with respect to the RGC centroid.
Designation α (2000) δ (2000) V I I shift V − I shift
OGLE-III-BLG-101.3 159762 17:53:58.38 –29:44:56.1 17.927 ± 0.021 15.813 ± 0.015 –0.127 –0.271
OGLE-III-BLG-101.3 160107 17:53:58.46 –29:44:57.0 18.220 ± 0.026 15.947 ± 0.010 0.007 –0.112
OGLE-III-BLG-101.3 160108 17:53:58.44 –29:44:55.1 18.024 ± 0.026 16.536 ± 0.023 0.596 –0.897
MOA 2009–BLG–411 17:53:58.40 –29:44:56.01
Fig. 4. A comparison of 2009 and 2010 observations at IRSF around
the target position. North is up and east on the left side, and the hor-
izontal line corresponds to 5 arcsec. The amplification of the source
is obvious in the 2009 frame, while two stars are clearly separated in
the 2010 frame: the westernmost star at the centre of the chart is our tar-
get. A third faint component north of the two other stars is also visible.
we get the following estimates of the near-infrared extinction
and reddening law:
AKs = 0.19 (1)
AH = 1.7 × AKs = 0.32 (2)
AJ = 3.0 × AKs = 0.57. (3)
These value are in good agreement with the reddening law of
Nishiyama et al. (2009) and our value for E(J − K) (0.38) con-
firmed the extinction measured by the VVV telescope based
in Chile (0.39) (Gonzalez et al. 2012). The PSF photome-
try obtained from IRSF images reveals two components at
the target position. At the time when the images were taken
(JD = 2 445 053.33929), the amplification of the source was
13.7 according to our model. So we have to add 2.842 mag to
the IRSF measurements to find the unamplified magnitude of
the source in each band. This magnitude shift is the same in
all bands, as gravitational microlensing is an achromatic eﬀect,
except for the diﬀerential limb-darkening correction due to ex-
tended source eﬀects, which are negligible in the near-infrared
bands. However, the deblending of the two components may not
be perfect, due to the huge amplification of the source at that
time.
For this reason, a new set of images was taken at the IRSF
as soon as the target became visible in 2010, namely on
March 3. A comparison of the two observations clearly illus-
trates the microlensing amplification, as can be seen in Fig. 4.
On the 2010 image, two stars are clearly separated, our target
being the westernmost component. A third faint star can be seen
north of the other two, but it is not separated by DAOFIND
in the final catalogue. In the following, we use the photome-
try from the 2010 observations, avoiding the need to correct for
amplification and inaccurate deblending.
The target is also listed in the 2MASS PSC catalogue.
However its photometry is rather imprecise, J and Ks being up-
per limits and H having a 0.1 mag uncertainty. This probably
comes from the fact that the 2MASS “star” is in fact a blend of
3 stars. The accurate coordinates and magnitudes of the various
objects at this position are given in Table 2 for OGLE and MOA,
and in Table 1 for 2MASS and IRSF.
Although the 2MASS flags do not indicate any blending,
the coordinates and magnitudes correspond well to the blend
of the two IRSF stars. The microlensed source is the west-
ern component and the other IRSF star is a blend of the two
other OGLE-III stars. However, as one of these stars is clearly
bluer than the other, only the red one actually contributes to the
near-infrared flux.
After converting IRSF magnitudes to the 2MASS photo-
metric system using Kato et al. (2007), we get for the near-
infrared magnitudes of the source: J = 14.328, H = 13.644 and
Ks = 13.463. After correcting for our adopted values of absorp-
tion, this becomes J◦ = 13.76, H◦ = 13.32, and Ks◦ = 13.27.
Finally, converting to the standard Bessell & Brett photometric
system (Bessell & Brett 1988) using the revised version of the
conversion equations originally published in Carpenter (2001),
as given in the on-line version of the Explanatory Supplement
to 2MASS1, we get K◦ = 13.31 and (J − K)◦ = 0.52. Using
V◦ = 15.2 as derived in the Appendix, we get (V − K)◦ = 1.9.
From the adopted dereddened magnitudes and colours, and
using the surface brightness – colour relations in K◦, (V − K)◦
published by Groenewegen (2004), we get an estimate of the
angular source radius θ∗ in μas of
log θ∗ = −0.2K◦ + 0.045(V − K)◦ + 3.283. (4)
The uncertainty of this estimate is 0.024, so adding quadrat-
ically the uncertainty in the magnitude (0.1) and estimated
colour (0.07) gives an accuracy of 7% on θ∗, i.e., θ∗ = 4.8 ±
0.3 μas. At the adopted source distance, this translates into a lin-
ear radius of R∗ = 9 R, typical of a G giant.
We repeated this procedure for the visible CMD, as reported
in the appendix.
1 http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/
doc/sec6_4b.html
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Using the dereddened colours and, for instance, the
Houdashelt et al. (2000) tables, we estimate the eﬀective tem-
perature of the source star to be about 5250 K and the bolomet-
ric correction in K to be 1.7. Looking at Marigo et al. (2008)
isochrones for a model star with similar characteristics to ours,
our fits always tend to a star aged about 1.0 Gyr for solar metal-
licity, in other words, a giant of 2.1 M and log g = 3.0 on the
first ascent giant branch. These are the blue isochrones in both
Figs. 3 and A.2. This is very young for a Bulge star but Bensby
et al. (2011) show that the age dispersion is large (1 to 13 Gyr)
in the Bulge population. The star is clearly on the edge of this
range but could support these previous observations. Another ex-
planation is that the source star belongs to the disk of the Galaxy,
which contains younger stars. A future high-resolution spectro-
scopic study would be useful to accurately measure Teﬀ, log g
and metallicity and see which scenario is preferred.
4. Data analysis: a noise model
From the original data set, we remove MOA data points earlier
than HJD′ = 4850 (HJD′ = HJD-2 450 000). This corresponds
to selecting only the 2009 observing season. We also binned
the data outside of the peak. The reason for this cut is two-
fold: the planetary deviation search is very demanding in terms
of CPU time, so reducing the number of points helps; moreover,
the number of data points in the baseline before HJD′ = 4850 is
quite large, and any slight error in the photometric error estimate
may bias the fit. We verified that this does not change the result-
ing fit parameters. We proceed to rescale photometric error bars
in a consistent way. We first find a good single lens fit without
rescaling. Then, we rescale error bars for this model. We avoid
the classical approach (decrease the χ2/d.o.f. to one for each
data set) which generally increases the error bars too much and,
for our event, hides the caustic perturbation. We use two param-
eters ( f , the classical rescaling factor and a minimal error emin
which can reproduce the dispersion at high magnification) for
rescaling as follows:
e = f
√
e2
ori + e
2
min. (5)
We adjust those parameters as in Appendix C of Bachelet et al.
(2012) and in Miyake et al. (2012) by using a standard cumu-
lative distribution for Gaussian errors. If the dispersion of data
is well represented by the original error bars, we set f = 1 and
emin = 0. After some iteration, we find good pairs of parame-
ters for each telescope and we keep them for the next step of
the modelling. Results are shown in Table 3. We do not apply
this procedure to data sets with fewer than ∼30 points to ensure
meaningful statistical results.
5. Modelling
At first glance, this event looks like a single lens passing close
enough to the source star to produce strong finite source ef-
fects in the lightcurve. We first perform a single-lens fit by us-
ing four single-lens parameters, namely tE, the Einstein time
scale, u◦, the lens-source minimal separation, t◦, the correspond-
ing time, and, to take account of finite source eﬀects, the nor-
malized angular source radius ρ∗. Our best single-lens fit gave
χ2 = 2156.21 for 1563 data points and was unable to explain the
deviations at peak, as we can see in Fig. 1. Diﬀerent phenom-
ena could explain these residuals: the presence of a compan-
ion, inadequate limb-darkening treatment or stellar variability.
Two arguments suggest that the binary lens is the most reason-
able solution. As previously emphasised by Dong et al. (2009),
Table 3. Adopted error rescaling and limb-darkening parameters.
Telescope Ndata Binning Γλ f emin
MOA II_R 521 Yes 0.4979 2.3 0.001
Auckland 57 No 0.454 0.8 0.02
FCO 11 No 0.4979 1.0 0.0
FTS 299 No 0.454 1.59 0.0
FTN 40 No 0.454 1.0 0.002
SAAO_I 169 No 0.454 4.7 0.0
SAAO_V 11 No 0.6798 4.1 0.0
Danish 30 No 0.454 5.4 0.0
LT 100 No 0.454 1.2 0.008
Teide 50 No 0.454 4.0 0.0
Wise 71 No 0.4979 1.2 0.006
MOA I_I 163 No 0.454 1.3 0.005
MOA I_V 41 No 0.6798 1.1 0.001
it is well known that gravitational lensing is achromatic. The
residuals close to the peak have the same shape and amplitude
in both SAAO-I and SAAO-V, showing the phenomenon was
achromatic. The presence of anomalies only close to the peak,
and their relative symmetry about it, rationally exclude stel-
lar variability. Nevertheless, anomalies are clearly low ampli-
tude for microlensing. A similar phenomenon has already been
treated by Dong et al. (2009) and Janczak et al. (2010), who ex-
plain it as due to the low value of w/ρ∗ (comparable to or less
than two), with w the “width” of the central caustic (Chung et al.
2005; Dong et al. 2009), which means that only a fraction of
the source star is magnified by the caustic during the peak. As
can be seen in Table 4, our single-lens parameter u◦ is small
enough to ensure that we pass close to the central caustic, if it
exists, and ρ∗ (see below) has a larger value than is typical for
microlensing. All these considerations strongly suggest we have
here a case as described above: a binary lens crossing a giant
source. Then, we decided to investigate binary models by using
the four parameters above and the three classical binary param-
eters: s, the projected separation between the two components
in units of the Einstein radius, q, the mass ratio and α, the an-
gle between the trajectory of the source and the binary axis. By
convention, we define q as the mass ratio of the rightmost com-
ponent over the leftmost one; therefore, q may take values larger
than one.
Our exploration of parameter space first uses (q, s, α) grids to
look for all minima in χ2 space. We use a Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for each pair of grid parameters to
find the best solution for the other parameters. We start with a
very large range for each parameter: 10−2 to 10 for s, 10−4 to 1
for q and 0 to 2π for α to explore all possible minima. We ac-
celerate the calculation by using the “map making” technique
first introduced by Dong et al. (2006) for the region close to
the caustics and a Taylor development of source magnification,
known as a “hexadecapole approximation” (Gould 2008; Pejcha
& Heyrovský 2009), for more distant regions. We take account
of the limb darkening by using a linear approximation, suﬃcient
in our case, following Milne’s description (Milne 1921; An et al.
2002):
Iλ =
Fλ
πθ2∗
[
1 − Γλ
(
1 − 3
2
cosφ
)]
(6)
where Γλ is the limb-darkening coeﬃcient at wavelength λ,
which is diﬀerent for all telescopes, Fλ is the total flux from
the star and φ is the angle between the line of sight and the nor-
mal to the stellar surface. The value of Γλ for each telescope
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Table 4. Parameters for close and wide models.
Parameters Single lens Close Wide
t◦ (days) 5052.5446 5052.5439 ± 0.0003 5052.5437 ± 0.0004
u◦ 0.00041 0.0029 ± 0.0005 0.0018 ± 0.0007
tE (days) 10.76 10.71 ± 0.1 15.06 ± 1.9
ρ∗ 0.027 0.026 ± 0.0003 0.019 ± 0.0026
s 0.115 ± 0.013 14.5 ± 2.61
q 3.74 ± 0.38 0.99 ± 0.29
α 3.67 ± 0.07 0.547 ± 0.06
χ2 2156.21 1578.513 1586.947
Fig. 5. χ2 landscape of mass ratio versus lens separation. Red, yellow,
green, cyan, blue and purple colours show the one to six sigma regions
away from the best model. The two crosses mark the positions of the
final best fit models for the close and wide solutions.
(see Table 3) was found by an initial extended source single-
lens fit with free limb-darkening coeﬃcients for each colour. The
resulting values are in good agreement with coeﬃcients given
in Claret (2000) for a giant star with an eﬀective temperature
of 5250 K and log g = 3.0.
Finally, we found two local minima which correspond to the
classical degeneracy of s ≡ s−1, as can be seen in Fig. 5. We
investigated both, by using a MCMC algorithm for all parame-
ters, to find the model parameters listed in Table 4 and the model
lightcurves in Fig. 1.
6. Study of deviations due to caustic crossing
Adding a companion to the lens greatly improves the fit. We find
for both models that the ratio w/ρ∗ is smaller than two (in our
case ∼0.3), which indicates that the source star “smoothed” the
light curve deviation induced by the caustic crossing near the
peak. The same central caustic can be created by a close com-
panion or a distant companion; this is the close/wide degeneracy
(i.e., s ≡ s−1). Both cases were explored. It is well known that
microlensing is sensitive to companions orbiting in the “lensing
zone” of their host, i.e., s ∈ [0.6, 1.6]. The majority of detected
events are in this range but there can be exceptions. Griest &
Safizadeh (1998) first showed that detection of companions with
appropriate mass ratios and u◦ values is possible for s = 0.2.
More recently, Han (2009a,b) and Han & Kim (2009) went into
further details, especially for giant source stars. For a w/ρ∗ ra-
tio close to 0.5, it is shown that the limits of the “lensing zone”
become√
2q
ρ∗
+ 1 −
√
2q
ρ∗
≤ s ≤
√
2q
ρ∗
+ 1 +
√
2q
ρ∗
· (7)
In our case, for q ≡ 1 and ρ∗ ≡ 0.025, our values sclose = 0.11
and swide = 14.5 are in the range predicted above [0.056−17.9].
Nevertheless, experimental detection can be diﬃcult because the
magnification excess over a single-lens model can be as low
as 5% (Han & Kim 2009). Our central caustic looks symmetric
(diamond shape) and our models are degenerate modulo π2 . The
excess magnification for this kind of caustic (see Han 2009a)
is also symmetric with respect to a rotation of π2 . However, the
angle of the trajectory is not a “physical” parameter and we al-
ways find for these four values of α similar values for s and q
as those given in Table 4. The theoretical anomalies predicted
by Han (2009a) for a diamond-shaped central caustic are similar
to ours (see his Fig. 3) and we can conclude that we have made
the first experimental detection of this predicted eﬀect. Figure 6
shows our MCMC exploration around our two best fit models.
We can see a parabolic degeneracy in log q versus s for the close
case. Following Chung et al. (2005), we did some algebra based
on theory developed by An (2005), and found that the central
caustic position is given by the following complex coordinate:
ζc =
|C1|
2
(
e3iφ + 3e−iφ
)
+ |C2|
(
e4iφ + 2e−2iφ
)
. (8)
This gives the following Cartesian coordinates:
ξc = 2 |C1| cos(φ)3 + 3 |C2|
(
2 cos(φ)4 − 1
)
(9)
ηc = −2 |C1| sin(φ)3 − 8 |C2| sin(φ)3 cos(φ) (10)
with
C1close =
qs2
(1 + q)2 C1wide =
q
(1 + q)s2 (11)
C2close = C1close
(1 − q)s
(1 + q) C2wide =
C1wide√(1 + q)s · (12)
(See Fig. 7 for the meaning of these variables.)
The cusps are for values of φ which are solutions of dζcdφ = 0.
They occur for φ = 0, π2 , π and
3π
2 . Knowing that, we now define
the horizontal and vertical width as Chung et al. (2005) and find
Δξc = Δηc = 4 |C1| (13)
which leads to
Δηc = 4
qs2
(1 + q)2 (14)
for the close case and
Δηc = 4
q
(1 + q)s2 (15)
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Fig. 6. Scatter plots for our best models. The close model exploration is on the top and the wide one on bottom. For both case, the theoritical plot
of Eq. (16) is visible on the right. The log q versus s parabolic degeneracy is cleary visible for the close model.
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Fig. 7. Geometry of central caustic (from Chung et al. 2005).
for the wide case. This gives a width ratio Rc = 1, in per-
fect agreement with our experimental “diamond-shaped” central
caustic for both cases. Then, we consider our experimental case
with w ≡ ρ∗3 which gives
sclose =
√
ρ∗(1 + q)2
12q swide =
√
12q
ρ∗(1 + q) · (16)
Our theoretical plot of Eq. (16) can be seen in Fig. 6. These re-
lations are in excellent agreement with our experimental results
(MCMC search). We also checked its validity for a few other
events (Choi et al. 2012). We conclude that, as far as we know,
we have uncovered a new central caustic degeneracy, in terms
of q, for extremely close binaries. This degeneracy is however
not dramatic for microlensing studies in terms of physical pa-
rameters (lens mass and component separation), as is the case
with the s ≡ s−1 degeneracy. Because of the near-exact sym-
metry of excess magnification (see Fig. 2 in Han 2009a), close
models cannot be distinguished if the source passes the most
massive component of the lens on its right/left, which explains
the q ≡ q−1 degeneracy (see definition of q in Sect. 5). For wide
models, this symmetry exists close to the central caustic, but
the degeneracy is broken by the presence of the larger planetary
caustic.
7. Results
In principle, a measurement of the source size in both Einstein
radius and physical units, as well as the measurement of paral-
lax parameters completely determines the lens location (given
the source distance DS). As indicated before, standard models
are not well enough constrained, so that modelling second-order
eﬀects (microlensing parallax, xallarap, or/and orbital motion),
which will add more degeneracy, is clearly not possible and,
more important, not reliable. Moreover, this event is of very
short duration, so we can expect that these eﬀects are quite small
and, in practice, not measurable. That is why we did not explore
this kind of modelling for this event.
With the angular Einstein radius being related to the angular
source radius θ∗ as θE = θ∗/ρ∗, we find θE = 185± 20 μas for the
close model. This value is lower than for typical microlensing
events. This means that the lens is probably close to the Galactic
bulge with a low mass. This enables us to calculate the relative
lens-source proper motion, μrel = θE/tE = 6.3±0.4 mas/yr. From
Fig. 8. Probability densities for the lens mass MLM and the lens distance
DL for the adopted Galaxy model and the close configuration. Vertical
lines correspond to the median, and the first and last quartiles (dashed).
the value of θE in mas and DS in kpc, we obtain a constraint on
the lens mass ML in solar mass units as follows (Dominik 1998):
ML(x) =
θ2EDS
8.144
x
1 − x (17)
where x = DLDS , which for DS = 8.5 kpc and θE = 0.185 mas gives
ML(x) = 0.036 x1 − x M. (18)
We then use estimates of the physical parameters, following
Dominik (2006) and assuming his adopted Galaxy model. For
the close model, the event time-scale, tE = 10.7 days, and the
angular Einstein radius, θE = 0.185 mas, provide us probability
densities for the lens mass ML and lens distance DL as seen in
Fig. 8. We find a median lens mass ML = 0.23+0.21−0.11 M and dis-
tance DL = 7.3+0.5−0.9 kpc. The wide model leads to similar values,
ML = 0.32+0.29−0.15 M and DL = 7.0
+0.6
−1.0 kpc.
8. Summary and conclusion
Dense photometric coverage made by all observational teams
permitted a detailed study of MOA-2009-BLG-411. The max-
imum magnification was about Amax ≡ 80 and so was very sen-
sitive to the presence of a central caustic. A caustic crossing
signature did not appear clearly, because of a large normalized
source radius ρ∗, but we found that considering a binary geom-
etry increases the quality of the fit substantially. After explo-
ration of the two local minima (s ≡ s−1 degeneracy), we found
that the close model gives a slightly better fit. The model was
highly degenerate for two major reasons: the peak was not suf-
ficiently monitored and the theoretical degeneracy in q allows a
large range of s values. Our study of the red giant clump, which
gives a better estimation of extinction, leads to a source radius
θ∗ = 4.8±0.4 μas and so an Einstein ring radius θE = 0.185 mas.
Finally, our Galactic and microlensing models lead to a binary
system with an M-dwarf with mass, MP = 0.18 M, and a brown
dwarf with mass, MS = 0.05 M, separated by a projected dis-
tance 0.15 AU (close model). This result is a new example of
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a brown dwarf in orbit around an M-dwarf, following the first
results of Marley et al. (1996) and more recently of Irwin et al.
(2010) and Johnson et al. (2011), based on transit-survey data.
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Fig. A.1. Colour–magnitude diagram in I and V from calibrated
OGLE-III photometry. The superimposed histograms show the position
of the centroid of the RGC.
Appendix A: V, (V – I) CMD
A colour–magnitude diagram allows an estimate of the dered-
dened magnitude and colour of the target, by comparison
with the observed position of the RGC, if one assumes that
both suﬀer the same amount of extinction. We retrieved stars
within 2′ of the target in the OGLE-III photometric catalogue
of field BLG 101.3, and constructed the calibrated CMD shown
in Fig. A.1 (Szyman´ski et al. 2011). From it, we measured
the RGC centroid position, which is IRC = 15.940 ± 0.010
and (V − I)RC = 2.385 ± 0.005, and relative shifts in magni-
tude and colour of the three stars close to the target position,
for which we found the values given in the last two columns of
Table 2.
Unlike in previous studies, we do not fix the absolute mag-
nitude of the RGC at some standard value, because the popula-
tion corrections to apply to the well determined local clump po-
sition are somewhat uncertain. For instance, Salaris & Girardi
(2002) give corrections for Baade’s Window in V varying
from 0.06 to 0.21 depending whether one adopts scaled-solar
or α-enhanced metallicities. If one also changes the underlying
adopted SFR (star formation rate) and AMR (age-metallicity
relation), the corrections further vary, as shown in Girardi &
Salaris (2001). We prefer using the same isochrone method as in
the near-infrared to fit the RGC and giant branch positions. We
adopt for this purpose the Marigo et al. (2008) set of isochrones,
as given on their web site2.
Our parameters are now the extinction E(V− I) and the total-
to-selective absorption ratio RI . An acceptable fit is shown in
Fig. A.2. It uses E(V − I) = 1.30 and RI = 1.11. The first
value is in good agreement with a similar determination at the
target position in the OGLE-II BUL_SC3 field as reported by
2 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd_2.2
Fig. A.2. The V and I colour–magnitude diagram similar to Fig. 3, but
now with superimposed isochrones from Marigo et al. (2008) for so-
lar metallicity and three diﬀerent ages: 0.6 Gyr (blue), 5 Gyr (red)
and 10 Gyr (green), assuming a distance modulus of 14.6, an extinc-
tion E(V − I) = 1.30 and RI = 1.11. The black star symbol marks the
position of the source.
Sumi (2004), namely E(V − I) = 1.336. The agreement is not
expected to be perfect, first because the OGLE-III transmission
curves in I and V diﬀer slightly from those of OGLE-II, and sec-
ond because Sumi assumes an RGC intrinsic colour of 1.028,
slightly diﬀerent from the value we obtain. The second value
is larger than the mean value adopted by Sumi (2004), which
is 0.964, but in good agreement with an independent determina-
tion based on the recently released OGLE-III photometric cat-
alogue of the Galactic bulge, which gives an average value of
RI = 1.22 (Nataf et al. 2012). All these values are clearly lower
than the standard value of this ratio, which is 1.5, justifying
the so-called anomalous extinction law generally invoked when
dealing with the Galactic bulge (see, e.g. Udalski 2003).
From the adopted values of these two parameters, we derive
absorption values for the field of AI = 1.44 and AV = 2.74.
For the measured position of the RGC and our adopted distance
modulus, the mean absolute magnitudes of the RGC are found
to be MI = −0.10 and MV = 0.98. The standard values for
the RGC colour and magnitude adopted in Nataf et al. (2012)
are (V − I)◦ = 1.06 ± 0.12 and MI = −0.12 ± 0.09, in good
agreement with our derivation.
Assuming once more that the source suﬀers the same amount
of extinction as the RGC, and using the shifts in magnitude and
colour listed in Table 2, the source is predicted to have IS◦ =
14.37 and (V − I)◦S = 0.82. Using the previously derived values
of the near-infared magnitudes of the source, we get a colour (V−
K)◦ = 1.9. All these colours point to an early G giant spectral
type.
From the adopted dereddened magnitudes and colours, and
using the revision of the surface brightness-colour relations in I◦,
(V − I)◦ published by Kervella & Fouqué (2008), we get an
estimate of the angular source radius θ∗ in μas of
log θ∗ = −0.2I◦+0.4895(V− I)◦ −0.0657(V− I)2◦+3.198. (A.1)
The uncertainty of this estimate is 0.0238, so adding quadrati-
cally the uncertainty in magnitude (0.1) and colour (0.05) to this
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gives an accuracy of 9% on θ∗, i.e., θ∗ = 4.8± 0.4 μas. This con-
firms the previous result derived from the V◦, (V − K)◦ surface
brightness-colour relation.
Note that, for this colour determination, we assumed
that the star, OGLE-III-BLG-101.3 159762 in Table 2, is
the source star. But in the MOA frames, the three stars in
Table 2 are not fully resolved. The two OGLE stars close to the
source, 160107 and 160108, can therefore contribute a blend
flux in our models. In microlensing modelling we have to take
this blend flux into account. Had we obtained calibrated data, we
could have predicted the blend and source fluxes using our
models. Unfortunately, the reduction we used for our mod-
elling is not calibrated. We therefore used the original reduction
of MOA data, which is calibrated but of lower quality, to esti-
mate the blend properties. We found that the colour and mag-
nitude of this blend corresponds to the sum of the fluxes of
the 160107 and the 160108 stars. This means that our identi-
fication of the three OGLE stars was correct. In any case, fu-
ture adaptive optics observations would be useful to confirm our
conclusions.
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